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31st March 2020
To: All Member Organisations
From: BTC Executive
Re: Instructor Indemnity Insurance 2020-21 COVID-19

The BTC Executive, following a number of telephone calls from our instructors, have
taken your concerns regarding Instructor Indemnity Insurance being charged April 2020
onwards that, due to the Government shutdown of all our schools, could not in fact be
used.
Initially, our representation on your behalf was straightforward. However our insurers
were receiving a number of telephone calls direct with regard to on-line tuition or similar.
These phone calls were to ascertain whether their current Indemnity Insurance would
cover them for this type of tuition. The insurers were then challenged with instructors
actually requiring indemnity over this initial shutdown period and, in fact, would be using
the benefits of this cover. To this end, the BTC are still in discussion with the insurers
but to assist, the BTC Executive have agreed that any Indemnity Insurance taken out up
to and including the end of April 2020 will be valid for 15 months and this cover is a
gratuity from the BTC albeit we will attempt to recover a proportion of this from the
insurers.
In summary, all BTC instructors with a current indemnity expiring March 31st 2021 and
any instructors applying for insurance up to 30th April 2020, will be covered until June 30th
2021. Any cards already issued will not be reissued but are valid until June 30th 2021 in
line with this statement, and all cover may be extended further subject to both insurers
and pandemic we are experiencing.
For any further assistance, please contact BTC by email.
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